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Performance management is not an annual event…nor is it a project 
or an initiative.  It is an ongoing process fundamental to employee 
and organization success. Effective performance management helps 
organizations achieve their strategic goals.

TOP LINE ISSUES,  
BOTTOM-LINE IMPACT
Effective performance management  
shows up on an organization’s bottom line. 
Successful performance managers often find:

Improved business results. Performance 
management aligns the behaviors of 
employees with the business goals of the 
organization. It shows team members how 
to pull together to achieve shared objectives.

More engaged employees. Motivation 
increases when roles are better defined, 
performance expectations are clearer, 
the amount and quality of feedback 
increases, and there is a clear link between 
performance and rewards.

A stronger organization culture. 
Performance management shapes the 
culture of the organization through a 
thoughtful, timely feedback process.

RESEARCH-BASED, 
EXPERIENCE-TESTED 
CONTENT
The Performance Management Architect® 
is research-based, experience-tested 
content designed to improve what people 
accomplish and how they get the job done. 
Managers use 10 Universal Performance 
Dimensions—the foundation of the 
Performance Management Architect®—to 
evaluate the performance of virtually anyone, 
at any level, in any job, or any unit. 

Each of the 10 Universal 
Performance Dimensions 
in the Performance 
Management Architect® 
represents a key aspect of 
how high performance is 
achieved. 

Managers use the Universal 
Performance Dimensions to:

•  Guide employees in doing their 
work. Linking Performance Dimensions 
to goals directs the focus on important 
behaviors and outcomes.

•  Facilitate feedback and coaching. 
The behaviorally anchored rating 
scales (BARS) associated with the 10 
Performance Dimensions use specific 
statements that can communicate how 
work is being done and how it should be 
done.

•  Improve the review process. When 
Performance Dimensions are linked 
to performance goals, behaviorally 
anchored rating scales (BARS) 
significantly improve the objectivity of 
evaluations. 

•  Lead employees to improvement 
opportunities. Each of the 10 
Universal Performance Dimensions 
comes with development tips to 
improve performance. The Performance 
Dimensions are also mapped to the 
Lominger Competency Library for 
additional, targeted development.

MAnAgIng PErforMAncE— 
A MAnAgEr’s Most crItIcAl rEsPonsIbIlIty

“The best managers 
of performance have 
a firm hand and a soft 
glove. They help their 
employees set stretch 
goals and then drive hard 
for results. They apply 
managerial courage by 
delivering timely, direct, 
honest, and actionable 
feedback. The best 
managers create a positive 
work environment. They 
coach and develop people. 
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PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT— 
AN ONGOING PROCESS
These Performance Management Architect® tools make it 
easier for managers to effectively evaluate performance and 
performance goals.
1.  FYI for Performance Management™ Book.  

FYI for Performance Management™ is 
a comprehensive guide to applying the 
10 Universal Performance Dimensions. 
Each chapter includes:

 •  Quotes to stimulate thinking about the 
particular Dimension featured in the 
chapter.

 •  
unskilled, average, skilled, and 
overused behaviors.

 •  Remedies to improve performance customized for each 
Dimension.

 •  A map to competencies.
 •  Suggested readings related to the Performance 

Dimension.
FYI for Performance Management™ also features seven 
appendices for best-practice application of the Performance 
Management Architect® process. 
2.  Performance Management Architect® Placemats 

and Worksheets. The Placemats illustrate the 
application of the 10 Universal Performance Dimensions 
in the primary performance management phases—
planning and goal setting, feedback and coaching, and 
performance review. 

3.  Performance Management Architect® Sort 
Cards. Managers use the cards to align performance 
measurements and goals with strategic initiatives. The 
cards also aid discussion about performance goals and 
results.

YOUR SITUATIONS. OUR SOLUTIONS.

Performance management is a key driver in building a 
high performance culture. Executed well, performance 
management impacts: 

 •  Talent mapping and succession planning.
 •  Onboarding and engagement.
 •  Management and team development.
 •  Organization effectiveness.

Our consulting services can uniquely address your senior 
executive and leadership team developmental needs. 

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT ARCHITECT® – THE TOOLS
YOU NEED TO MANAGE AND IMPROVE PERFORMANCE

 
 

Contact your personal Korn Ferry Associate to find out how the Performance Management 
Architect® tools can help you improve business results, engage employees, and build a 
stronger organization culture: 

Beat Johner, An Independent Korn Ferry Master Associate
welcome@jocon.com, Cell +41(0)79 410 3008.

Click here to shop the Korn Ferry store

001.PMA.1108

TOOLS AND RESOURCES TO HELP ATTRACT,  
ENGAGE, AND RETAIN TALENT
In addition to Performance Management Architect®, Korn/Ferry  
Leadership and Talent Consulting offers these helpful tools and resources:
• Executive Compensation Advisors (ECA)
• Performance Management Solutions—Lominger Strategic Alliances
• Reward Programs

http://assoctrack.lominger.com/z/9/18413/
mailto:welcome@jocon.com

